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Journal Of Plant Biotechnology
A recently published article in the Molecular Plant-Microbe Interactions journal provides new evidence that pathogens are hijacking the plant ...
Study reports novel role of enzyme in plant immunity and defense gene expression
Discovery of a new class of aromatic enzymes in plantsIdentification of a plant defense mechanism Development of remarkable new active ingredients for Plant Advanced Technologies PAT’s target ...
Plant Advanced Technologies Announces the Discovery of a New Class of Plant Enzymes, Published in Exclusivity in the Scientific Journal, PNAS(1), in P
Toxins from explosives and fire-fighting foams are known to leach into the environment at military bases around the world. But a new type of grass could help clean up the mess.
Genetically modified grass used clean soil pollutants at military test sites
Findings were published in Plant Biotechnology Journal. Strauss, Ph.D. student Estefania Elorriaga and research assistant Cathleen Ma teamed up with scientists at the University of Colorado ...
Eucalyptus trees can be genetically modified not to invade native ecosystems
Small changes of sodium in the blood reduce the amount of energy produced in the mitochondria - the power plants of our cells. This has consequences for immune cells. An international research team ...
Too much salt suppresses phagocytes
For more sustainability on a global level, EU legislation should be changed to allow the use of gene editing in organic farming. This is what an international research team involving the Universities ...
International research team argues for combination of organic farming and genetic engineering
and increases photosynthesis and tiller number Plant Biotechnology Journal DOI: 10.1111/pbi.12239 Hu Z, Yamauchi T, Yang J, Jikumaru Y, Tsuchida-Mayama T, Ichikawa H, Takamure I, Nagamura Y, Tsutsumi ...
Functional Plant Research Unit
The ongoing pandemic has created a wealth of interest from venture capital investors and the broader public in what biotech companies are able to achieve if it’s flush with resources. That was the ...
CEO Roundtable: Biotech leaders enjoy deep interest from investors amid pandemic
Studies have shown that while CBD reduces pain sensation in animals, its ability to do so in humans is limited by low bioavailability, the extent to which the drug successfully reaches its site of ...
Novel CBD analog shows promising pain-halting effects in mice
Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological disorders affecting the global population today. A condition characterised by abnormal neuronal activity in the cortex of the brain, it presents itself ...
SoBT and School of Psychology Collaboration Publish on the Potential of Phytocannabinoids in Treating Epilepsy
A new study from scientists at the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing demonstrates the specificity of prime editing--a CRISPR-based genome editing refinement that can introduce small insertions ...
Genome-Wide Study of Off-Target Effects of Prime Editing in Rice Plants Demonstrates High Specificity
It was funded by the German Center for Cardiovascular Research (DZHK) and has now been published in the journal Circulation ... the cell's "power plant," using a complex series of biochemical ...
Too much salt affects the functioning of phagocytes
The research was led by Dr. Smita Srivastava, Associate Professor, Department of Biotechnology, IIT Madras. The researchers have published their findings in the Journal of Scientific Reports.
IIT Madras Researchers Identify Sustainable, Alternative Source For Anti-Cancer Drug Camptothecin
Haffkine had sent the proposal in January this year and it has been approved by a high-level committee attached to the Department of Biotechnology ... told The Free Press Journal, “The vaccine ...
COVID-19 vaccine: Maharashtra govt gives Rs 94 crore to Haffkine Bio Pharma from contingency fund
--(Business Wire)--Moderna, Inc. (Nasdaq: MRNA), a biotechnology company pioneering ... and an integrated manufacturing plant that allows for both clinical and commercial production at scale ...
Moderna Announces Agreement with Sanofi for Fill/Finish Manufacturing of the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine in the U.S.
And an earlier study, published in Bioscience, Biotechnology ... lion's mane contains a plant compound called hericenone B. According to a report in the science journal Phytomedicine, this ...
Here are 5 Potential Benefits of Lion’s Mane Mushrooms
For more sustainability on a global level, EU legislation should be changed to allow the use of gene editing in organic farming. This is what an international research team involving the Universities ...
International research team argues for combining organic farming and genetic engineering
She is lead author of the study of an international research team led by MDC scientists together with colleagues from University of Regensburg and from Flanders Institute for Biotechnology (VIB ...
Too much salt suppresses phagocytes
This is what an international research team involving the Universities of Bayreuth and Göttingen demands in a paper published in the journal "Trends in Plant Science". In May 2020, the EU ...
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